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INTRODUCTION
As the Official Opposition spokespersons on Public Safety and Finance, we were tasked by New
Democrat leader John Horgan with undertaking a fact-finding tour to get a first-hand look at
jurisdictions which have legalized marijuana for recreational as well as medicinal use.1
The United States has taken the lead on this issue: recreational marijuana has been entirely legalized
in the states of Alaska, Colorado, Oregon and Washington, as well as the District of Columbia.
Why the tour and why now? Current Canadian context for legalization of cannabis
The current proliferation of medical marijuana dispensaries has raised the issue of regulatory and
statutory authority over this substance in BC.
More urgently, the recent election of a federal government committed to legalization of recreational
marijuana moves the issue onto the front burner for the provinces which will be the level of
government that have to regulate legalized cannabis, as provinces now do with liquor. Recent
reports indicate the Trudeau government plans to introduce legislation in the Spring of 2017.
BC needs to be prepared: British Columbians expect an informed and thoughtful approach from
their representatives. The time is now to gather information and to learn from jurisdictions going
through this quite significant societal transformation, in order to be better prepared for the changes
the federal Liberal government’s legalization will bring to our province.
Benefitting from Washington’s and Oregon’s experience
While Colorado was the first US state to legalize marijuana, Washington and Oregon are our close
neighbours and most similar to British Columbia. For this reason, we were asked to investigate the
management systems for legal cannabis in these two Pacific Northwest neighbour states.
At different stages of implementation and having taken different approaches to legalization,
a review of the paths taken by Washington State and Oregon promised to be very instructive
for our purposes, and it was indeed extremely beneficial.
During our tour, we met with law enforcement officials, elected officials involved in the legislation
and finance aspects, state regulators, researchers, representatives of the public health departments
in both states, industry association representatives and business owners including producers as well
as retailers. We would like to thank everyone who gave so generously of their time and shared their
knowledge and experience.2
This report collects the observations we made based on these very informative meetings, as well as
the lessons learned in Washington and Oregon about the process of legalization.
We can benefit greatly from our neighbours’ experience and through this report, we hope to provide
a document that will help guide our planning so that when legalization comes to British Columbia,
we will be ready to make this significant societal transition in a fair, orderly and pragmatic way that
above all puts the public interest at the centre.
The insights we gained brought home one key principal: legalization is a very complex public policy
issue which will have a direct impact on provincial governments and requires thoughtful and
coordinated preparation.
BC can’t start too early.

1. Current Canadian context

for legalization of cannabis

Marijuana is already a very real public policy issue here in British Columbia and the new federal
government is leading on the legalization of marijuana. According to the Trudeau Liberal
government commitments, it is no longer a question of if this next step is going to occur, but when
and how soon.
In the 2015 election, the Liberal Party of Canada promised to “legalize, regulate, and restrict
access to marijuana.” Specifically, the Liberal Party platform committed to;
“remove marijuana consumption and incidental possession from the Criminal Code, and create
new, stronger laws to punish more severely those who provide it to minors, those who operate
a motor vehicle while under its influence, and those who sell it outside of the new regulatory
framework.” In terms of the process leading up to legalization, the Liberal platform stated that the
Trudeau government would “create a federal/provincial/territorial task force, and with input from
experts in public health, substance abuse, and law enforcement, will design a new system of strict
marijuana sales and distribution, with appropriate federal and provincial excise taxes applied.”3

Upon election, Prime Minister Trudeau appointed Liberal MP and former Toronto police Chief Bill Blair
as Parliamentary Secretary to the Justice Minister to oversee the federal task force to design the
new system for legalized marijuana. In June, the federal government said it will be bringing
forward legalization legislation in Spring 2017 and announced a task force and public consultation
on marijuana legalization and regulation.4
The federal Liberal government has refused to decriminalize personal possession of recreational
cannabis in the interim: all existing criminal laws still apply to recreational marijuana while medical
marijuana dispensaries are expanding and flourishing, which has caused some confusion among
the public.
In another development, the federal Health Minister has said the federal government would not
appeal the “Allard” ruling in February that upheld the right for patients to grow their own medical
marijuana and the Trudeau government has until July to draft new regulations.5
Following this announcement, in April 2016, the Canadian Pharmacists Association also noted the
changed “landscape” for medical marijuana and announced it had changed its position and now
was of the view that medical marijuana should be dispensed by pharmacists. Their short
position paper released April 6, 2016 states: “Based on expert consultations, third-party research,
and input from our members and their patients, CPhA believes that the best way to enhance
patient safety, education, and appropriate access is through pharmacist dispensing and
management of medical marijuana, while promoting the use of non-smokeable products as
opposed to smokeable forms.”6
All of these factors are contributing to a scenario of considerable confusion amongst the public
about the status of marijuana laws in Canada, as well as here in BC.

2. BC developments
Following the election of the federal
Liberal government on its pro-marijuana
legalization platform, the BCGEU and the
BC Private Liquor Store Association joined
forces as the “Responsible Marijuana
Retail Alliance of BC” and in December
2015 announced that they were planning
to “advocate for the sale of non-medical
marijuana through the existing liquor
distribution and retail system, including
both public BC Liquor Stores and private
Liquor Retail Stores (LRS)”.7
The Cannabis Trade Alliance of Canada, which represents legal and illegal marijuana business is
currently lobbying the BC government including Premier Christy Clark for “proper regulation of the
cannabis industry” post-legalization and there are three other cannabis-related lobby efforts also
aimed at BC’s cabinet.8
In response to such developments, smaller producers of cannabis are concerned that lobbying by
liquor retailers, pharmacies and large licensed producers will result in a system that shuts out smaller
growers and independent dispensaries. The Cannabis Growers of Canada - a national trade
association representing small and medium-sized growers and vendors - commissioned a report on
the economics of BC’s cannabis industry and have warned that if new cannabis laws favour
large-scale commercial producers instead of craft producers, this will have a negative effect on
jobs and potential tourism revenues. A BC-based group, the Craft Cannabis Association of BC, has
also suggested that the black market will thrive if small craft producers are not protected in the
new system.9
In addition, Prince George, Duncan and Nelson have put forward resolutions to the Union of BC
Municipalities (UBCM), calling on UBCM to lobby the federal government to share tax revenue from
legal marijuana with provinces and cities.10
It is clear that as the federal government starts to move towards legalization, the ground is already
shifting quickly here in British Columbia and numerous stakeholders are jockeying for position. As
with liquor, it will be the provinces that have to regulate this product once it is legal, and this is why
it is crucial that we grapple with what legalization will involve, and how this change can be made
in a way that best serves the public interest. There are numerous questions - around not just
business models and access but also public safety, public health, taxation and revenue
distribution - that need to be considered and worked through. In short, British Columbia needs to
be prepared.

3. US experience with

cannabis legalization

Twenty-three US states and the District of Columbia currently have laws legalizing cannabis in
some form and four states have legalized for recreational use: Alaska, Washington, Oregon
and Colorado. Washington and Colorado passed ballot measures legalizing cannabis in
2012 while Alaska and Oregon were the next states where recreational marijuana was made
legal, in 2014.11
Under US federal legislation (the Controlled Substances Act of 1970) the growing and
selling of cannabis is prohibited; thus the cannabis that is legal in these four states remains
illegal federally. However in August 2013 the Department of Justice announced that it would
not intervene to halt the initiatives in Washington and Colorado but instead adopt a “trust
but verify” approach, permitting the states to police the new market for the drug.12 The
federal department of Justice also has issued and enforces eight guidelines for cannabis
businesses, relating to such issues as use by minors, revenues and organized crime, and
prohibitions related to the use of firearms, diversion of cannabis to other states, and use of
cannabis on federal property.
While Colorado was the first state to legalize cannabis, Washington and Oregon are our
closest neighbours and most similar to British Columbia. Though both initiative-driven, these
states have taken different approaches to legalization and regulation and are at different
stages of implementation which make them useful models for British Columbians to consider.

WASHINGTON STATE
Washington began issuing licenses to sell cannabis in July 2014
following a November 2012 vote on Initiative 502 or I-502 which
passed with 55.7% support. In July 2015, new alcohol and
cannabis laws were passed, including the Cannabis Patient
Protection Act and as one result of these changes, the medical
and recreational cannabis markets are to be merged
(and medical marijuana regulated) on July 1, 2016.

FYI

The official source of
information on Washington laws
governing marijuana regulation
area:
http://lcb.wa.gov/marijuana/
faqs_i-502
http://www.liq.wa.gov/

Key features of Washington’s legalization model:
• It is no longer a crime for adults 21 and over to possess up to one ounce of marijuana for
personal use (or 16 oz. of marijuana infused product in solid form; or 72 ounces of marijuana infused
product in liquid form.)
• Selling marijuana to minors remains a felony.
• It is illegal to open/consume a package of marijuana or marijuana infused product in public.
• It is illegal to grow your own marijuana plants for recreational use - must be purchased from a
state-licensed retailer.
o NOTE: Medical marijuana and recreational marijuana markets will be merged (and
medical marijuana regulated) on July 1, 2016.
• Specially-licensed Washington farmers are allowed to grow marijuana to be sold in stand-alone,
marijuana-only stores operated by private Washington businesses licensed and regulated by the
state.
o Retail licences are capped
o Cannabis stores must be located at least 1,000 feet from schools, playgrounds, and parks,
and not display marijuana in a way that is visible to the public.
• Illegal to transport out of state, including to Oregon.
• New marijuana DUI standard would operate like Washington’s alcohol DUI standard to
discourage drivers who might be over the limit from getting behind the wheel. I-502 set a limit of
5ng/ml active THC bloodstream concentration.
• Creates three new excise taxes to be collected by the Washington State Liquor Control Board:
a 25% excise tax on marijuana sales for producers, processors and retailers.
o The board projects $164 m in revenue in 2016.
o Office of Financial Management had estimated that a 25% marijuana excise tax,
combined with retail sales and B&O tax, would generate more than half a billion dollars in
new revenue each year.
- 40% of new revenues to go to the state general fund and local budgets.
- 60% to go to substance-abuse prevention, research, education and health care.
• Washington State Institute for Public Policy mandated to provide the legislature with a preliminary evaluation and recommendations regarding the cost-benefit outcomes of I-502 by September 1st, 2015 with additional evaluations to be produced in 2017, 2022, and 2032.13

OREGON
Ballot Measure 91 passed on November 4, 2014 by a margin of 57
to 43% to make the sale and use of recreational marijuana legal.
De facto legalization was originally to be in effect on July 1, 2015
but ultimately the Oregon state governor signed an emergency bill
declaring marijuana sales legal to recreational users from medical
marijuana dispensaries instead and sales started October 1, 2015.
On January 4, 2016, the Oregon Liquor Control Commission (OLCC)
took over all sales of recreational marijuana and adopted a 25%
sales tax (this is in a state without a sales tax). OLCC-licensed retail
stores are to open in late 2016 at which time existing dispensaries can
choose between obtaining an OLCC license to sell recreational
marijuana or remaining a medical-only dispensary.

FYI

The official source of
information on Oregon laws
governing marijuana regulation is:
http://www.oregon.gov/olcc/
marijuana/pages/default.aspx

Key Features of Oregon’s legalized marijuana model:
• Legalizes use of marijuana for adults 21 and over; adult recreational marijuana users can possess
up to eight (8) oz. of marijuana and four (4) plants per residence out of public view.
o Note that in contrast to Washington State, some home growing is permitted and adults 21
and older can also share/give away recreational marijuana or receive it as a gift.
• In the start-up phase, some medical marijuana dispensaries have been allowed to sell
recreational cannabis (¼ oz./day); ending December 31, 2016 when recreational outlets open.
• An individual can carry up to one (1) oz. in public but it cannot be consumed in public.
• Bans sale near a school, prohibits minors from buying/selling/growing/possessing or consuming.
• Local government are allowed to opt out and ban cannabis sales altogether (but not production).
• The Oregon Liquor Control Commission regulates marijuana production and sales.
o The State of Oregon also licenses, regulates, audits and inspect cultivation and distribution.
Plants are tracked through the Cannabis Tracking System.
• Retains driving under the influence laws, drug-free workplace rules, landlord/tenant protections.
• Cannabis cannot be taken out of state, including to Washington.
• Oregon taxes an amount of $35 per ounce paid by the producer.
• The revenue estimate from taxes for the 2015-2017 biennium is currently $10.7 million.
•

Measure 91 provides distribution of revenue after costs to the following:
o 40% to Common School Fund
o 20% to Mental Health Alcoholism and Drug Services
o 15% to State Police
o 10% to Cities for enforcement of the measure
o 10% to Counties for enforcement of the measure
o 5% to Oregon Health Authority For Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention

4. Learning from experience:
The tour

Right next door to BC we have two Pacific Northwest neigbours that are currently going through this
quite significant societal transformation of legalization. While Washington and Oregon are obviously
situated in a federal political context for legalization that is very different from that of a Canadian
province, these two states have striking cultural, societal and economic similarities to British Columbia
and in some ways BC is arguably more like them than any Canadian province. What is more, the two
states have also taken somewhat different approaches and are at different stages of the process of
legalization. As a result of all these factors, the ability to study the experience of Washington State and
Oregon with legalization and learn from these jurisdictions provides a tremendous opportunity.
To be better prepared for the changes legalization will bring to our province, we were thus asked to
investigate the management systems for legal cannabis in these two neighbour states. In particular, we
were asked to meet with key players in Washington state and Oregon, and review these key elements:
• Rules regarding cultivation, public consumption, distribution, advertising and retail, including any
specific provisions related to medicinal vs. recreational usage.
• Regulations concerning potency and allowable forms of marijuana.
• Age limits and measures to protect children and youth from harm.
• Road safety initiatives, DUI standards and fines.
• Health initiatives.
• Municipal zoning issues.
• Models for distribution of revenues for public good.
Over the course of the April 4th to 7th, 2016 tour, we met with law enforcement officials, elected
officials involved in the legislation and finance aspects, state regulators, researchers, representatives of
the public health departments in both states, industry association representatives and business owners
including producers as well as retailers. We started in Seattle on April 4th and had almost two full days
of meetings. Our final meeting in Washington was in the state capital, Olympia, for a meeting with the
regulators, the Liquor and Cannabis Board. We then spent April 6th and 7th in Portland meeting with
Oregon officials.14
We are very thankful for how generous everyone we met with was with their time - and also very struck
by how much they wanted to share their experience of legalization, often very explicitly with the hope
that British Columbia, and other jurisdictions more generally, can avoid some of the pitfalls and
challenges that their states have faced.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Because legalization in Washington and Oregon was driven by ballot initiatives, in many ways
legislators, regulators, law enforcement, public health officials and others are running to catch
up – and that is something everyone we met with said to try and avoid. One message we heard
across the board was start early, think ahead and get prepared!

En route to one of our meetings we ran into a Seattle city bureaucrat who asked
the purpose of our meeting. When we replied that we were there to learn about
Washington’s cannabis legalization rules and regulations, she replied:
“Oh great, we’re learning about them too!”
Another overall takeaway from our tour was just how incredibly complex a public policy issue
legalization of marijuana is. Legalization takes in so many levels and layers of government
including local government and zoning issues, advertising issues, agricultural policy and
regulation, public health, food preparation safety, law enforcement and border issues, school
boards and schools, community equity issues, First Nations, financial issues such as banking,
taxation and the question of optimal distribution of revenues for the public good.
Furthermore, from our observations of the experience in Washington and Oregon, it became
clear that the process of legalizing recreational marijuana can be complicated further by a
pre-existing system of legalized but unregulated or poorly regulated medical marijuana. Both
states are currently in the process of merging their medical and recreational markets but the
approach and the experience of each state has been quite different in this regard and there
are valuable lessons to learn from each.
So while our federal contexts are very different, the lessons we learned from touring Washington
and Oregon were extremely helpful and we gained tremendously from the experiences shared
with us by not just legislators and regulators but also entrepreneurs, growers, industry
representatives, researchers, public health officials and the police.

5. Highlights

of what we heard

FROM BUSINESS PEOPLE AND
INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES
• The Initiative in Washington had no revenue-sharing with local government and this was a
mistake - now there has been a new bill to give small percentage of revenue to local government based on market share of that jurisdiction.
• A Washington business owner emphasized that to discourage the black market, the state
needs to make sure there is enough legal product and enough retail outlets ready to sell legal
cannabis from the start. In Washington, we heard they weren’t ready: July 1st was the start date
for both growers and retailers, as a result there was very little legal product to start and so the
price was too high. When production caught up, there was a severe market correction and
price dropped.
• General public is fearful so education is key.
• Where possible, when legalizing, move on both tracks, medicinal
and recreational marijuana, together. If they were doing it again, it
would be good to have two systems in one retail location.

The hardest thing to
do is clean-up an
unregulated space.

• Before legalization of recreational marijuana, there were unknown numbers of medical
marijuana outlets, with lax to nonexistent rules, poor book-keeping, taxes not being collected.
• Regulatory agencies need enough funding and staff to act quickly, have people to enforce
regulations and have to put in infrastructure BEFORE the requirement is created so that business
not subject to constant delays, so requires planning.
• Washington copied the approach with
liquor post-prohibition and opted to not
allow vertical integration, can only do one
part of business: wholesale OR
distribution OR retail. Business views in
Washington were mixed on this but heard
from Oregon businesspeople that
Washington missed the opportunity of
having craft producers because of nonvertical integration rules.

You should have a significant percentage of
revenue going to municipal jurisdictions, and then
they can opt for system where the jurisdictions
that ban marijuana sales get no revenue.

cont’d
• Oregon wants to be a model for how to do things right but this has been hampered by
having the two systems – if a medical marijuana patient is able to get subsidized pot, with
no tax then there is no need for separate outlets.
• Oregon originally took protectionist stance like Washington and
blocked out-of-state investment but changed policy and then
created a micro canopy licence to help get small growers on the
shelves.
• One Oregon businessperson felt that efforts to limit
vertical integration will always fail – in Oregon there is flexibility,
anyone can hold any number of licences and vertical integration
can give better control of quality – from production through retail
chains of cannabis products – make consistent chemo type which
is key to get most therapeutic product and certainty for medical
marijuana patients.

“We want a diverse
craft industry, not
‘Anheuser-Busch’ of
cannabis” –
Oregon researcher
and entrepreneur.

Washington and
Colorado viewed
by one Portland
entrepreneur as
“two different
ways to do things
wrong: one is
overregulated,
the other under
regulated.”

• In Oregon in particular we heard
concern about preserving diversity of
growers for better product.
• We also heard that the model of liquor stores for recreational
cannabis and pharmacies for medical marijuana may have some
real benefits - but that 1) cannabis isn’t like a pharmaceutical as
that implies a consistency that isn’t there and 2) the liquor store
model could hurt business creation and Portland is seeing boom
in small business as result of legalization.

• Pesticide use and cloning are big problems
impacting everyone. Because people smoke
cannabis, it’s a bigger problem than pesticides on food,
as smoking puts it right in your bloodstream.
• Labs are a huge regulatory issue – no state lab and
multiplicity of P3 labs that are unregulated and
unprofessional. Part of the problem of starting a new
industry – testing required but testing not regulated.
Washington businessperson: lawmakers need to
reach out to industry in the consultation phase, know
how the cannabis business works before making
regulations so it’s not overly onerous and the rules
aren’t changing as you go. We need rules that are
clear and consistent and we will follow them.

FROM LEGISLATORS AND PUBLIC OFFICIALS
• Prohibition shown to have essentially the same result as deregulation: if 50% of population say
something isn’t a crime, then the state has a legitimacy issue in enforcing that law.
• Rolling back the entrenched medical marijuana
market was a problem. Colorado just flipped the switch,
which had its own problems. Washington had a system
where the good medical marijuana retail actors (who paid
taxes, weren’t pests to neighbours, followed rules, didn’t
have 911 calls) got “halfway to citizenship,” given priority.
• There will be significant community concerns about bad
actor businesses: one example in a poor downtown district
that has been anathema - giant electronic lights,
advertising for $99/oz, which is one third what good actor
businesses charge.
• You can deal with bad actors by seizing equipment,
regulatory enforcement, refusing them “halfway to
citizenship” seal of approval – don’t have to arrest them.
• One Washington legislator thought it would be “an ideal
method” to legalize marijuana using model of government
liquor stores, and recommended starting with high levels of
taxation – didn’t accept premise that taxes have to be low,
as it’s easier to lower taxes than raise them.
• Colorado allowed vertical integration and put medical
and recreational in the same stores – but one Washington
official stated that this was a mistake, recounting the
comment of a Colorado retailer who said that given the
price and tax differential “only tourists and chumps buy
on the recreational side”.

Highly regulated market is
best way to go, now we
know that medical marijuana
is/was the black market or at
least grey market.

Getting the recreational side
right implodes the
unregulated medical
marijuana market.

Doing the right thing, but
we’re not doing it right yet.

• One mistake in I-502 was the requirement for board
members of cannabis businesses to be from Washington,
to keep business local –that’s a waste, not necessary
and what is important is public control of distribution.
• Question of Cannabis tourism and bans on public
consumption is a current issue for City of Seattle – big
hotels saying that 90% of their inquiries are cannabis
tourism, and restrictions on where people can consume
marijuana are a problem for tourism, as their own home
is not an option. People used to be told to go to Pike
Place market, which is not a good solution, they need
to find a better way – possibility of vape-only cannabis
cafes and lounges?

cont’d

• Advertising – a more regulated
environment is necessary, tighter than
liquor – may want to consider not
allowing billboards.
• Another issue to consider is
obtaining and maintaining intellectual
property rights, i.e. over names like “BC
Bud” so you can use the money for the
public good.
You need to keep the market
highly regulated, start narrow as you
can always loosen it but can never
put the toothpaste back in the tube.
Can’t overstate the value the public
places on safety – will prefer
regulated safe legal marijuana and
people are willing to pay a little more
for a safe product.

• Tax collection has exceeded the initial
estimates – in 2015 Washington brought in $70
million from the total of marijuana taxes and
expected to be higher this year; Oregon
collected $3.48 million in revenue from its first
month of taxed recreational marijuana sales in
January 2016.
• Black market still a problem, need to reduce
taxes so street price not beating legal price.
• The issue of how cannabis affects youth is a
concern.

• Value of built-in periodic assessments by public
research institute as they have done in Washington
– but earmark that money for ongoing research and
protect it.
• Important difference for legislators to distinguish
between legalization/decriminalization and
advocacy: important to be pro-decriminalization,
pro-legalization, pro-responsible approach.

It’s very important to capture the
externalities of the product - this
is so critical - you only have one
time to get it right so make sure
the assumed price captures the
costs caused by the product.

What is key is decriminalizing, regulating, and controlling access
– the market will recalibrate so set the price to capture costs, get
enough tax money for it, and then ensuring safety and quality is key.
Advocates want increased access, totally open system
– but most important to the public is knowing the product is safe.

FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS
• Couldn’t have chosen a worse way to legalize than
US: individual states legalizing while illegal federally.
• Current effect on organized crime is to “supercharge
it” because illegal in most of the US – the issues are 1)
how much does it cost relative to other places and 2) is
there a market where it’s not legal where an individual
can send it and make money.

“In general, I am pretty agnostic
on legalization of pot...if people
can use liquor responsibly, they
probably can use cannabis
responsibly too but there are
going to be problems.”

• Problem with current legalization is that initiative was written by advocates, so very broad
– anyone can grow their own, up to 4 plants, and allowed to give away pot under the law –
and people will always find creative ways to make money.

As an example of creative
ways around the law, we
were given the example of
“Smoke Buddy”
– a man with a portable
trailer who goes around like
an ice-cream man, and he
sells empty jars and gives
away pot. This isn’t a
violation of any law, they
can ticket him only.

• Medical marijuana is being shipped out of state, untaxed, so police spending a lot of time
at post offices, Fed X, etc. going through shipments.
• Edibles are the “wild wild west,” and there are lots of problems with cannabis extracts
being produced by unlicenced processors. Use of high heat and pressure can cause
explosions and injuries.
• Whatever is not legal, state should have a big
specific penalty attached to it, allow possessions
(home/car/trailer etc. ) to be seized.
• No adequate test yet for driving under the influence of
cannabis and can’t quantify THC the way that you can with
blood alcohol level. Also, the polydrug problem complicates
the issue.

Police are using field tests
for impairment as they
always have - but whoever
invents a test is going to be
a billionaire.

FROM PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICIALS
• Officials think they are seeing increase in youth use of cannabis in Washington but current
research is based on self-reporting; study did show increased acceptability and decreased
perception of risk.
• Colorado did youth education ahead of time, didn’t happen in Washington, only starting now
that revenues coming.
o Went from an environment of “Just Say No” to new reality of legalized cannabis with no
intervening information or education campaigns, yet billboards advertising cannibus are all
around – need to shift from abstinence to harm reduction model,
o Keep it separate from tobacco, needs different message and you don’t want to water
down anti-tobacco language.

Lesson learned: Protect dedicated funds for education, prevention.
Start early, set up infrastructure early; keep this program separate
from tobacco as it requires a different message.
• Health department has particular struggle – because of good work done on tobacco, the
language on medical marijuana is tricky. It’s not the same as tobacco but health department
doesn’t want any smoking of any kind.
• E-cigarettes and vaping are a new struggle:
o combustible products of concern because may mean backsliding on tobacco;
o idea of selling medical marijuana pharmacies while trying to get tobacco OUT of
pharmacies is a problem, plus the overall concern that smoking as a behavior may become
renormalized.

cont’d
• Edibles a challenge – especially with youth.
o Youth friendly products are a problem – edibles in lunches, with vaping pens, can’t tell if
it’s cannabis or tobacco.
o Washington rules prohibit products from being “designed to be especially appealing to
children” and require labeling to state that “this product contains marijuana.”
o Serving sizes are a real problem – level of THC may be based on a portion of an edible
not a whole, and THC is not evenly distributed in baked goods, plus the effect takes longer
to register so people overconsume.
o Oregon plans to cap individual edible products at 5 milligrams of THC apiece -- half of
what’s allowed in Washington -- while a package of edibles (chocolate bars, cookies, etc.)
may contain no more than 50 milligrams total.
• Edibles also pose a regulatory
problem in terms of foodsafe rules –
normally health board would have
authority over kitchens that produce
food, but according to state law on
legalized marijuana, state has this
authority. And if food product has to be
packaged – raises issue of inspections
which is normally federal.
• A wrinkle in Washington law – for retail
licence, you apply to the LCB and get
licence based on location – but then
you can move. This creates problems for
communities, with an overconcentration
in one area.
• In Oregon, the medical marijuana industry is more developed than the regulations have been
and even though signs are that the industry wants to be compliant with legal framework, in the
details, public health officials get a lot of pushback.

Overall from public health perspective,
the question is, now that it’s legal, how
to implement so it’s safe for the public?

• Oregon Health Authority regulates medical
marijuana but has labelling responsibility for both
systems and is working on dosage rules for
minors. Have a retail science advisory group
looking at impact on youth brain: know enough
to be concerned, should be using precautionary
principle.

• Public health officials also looking at THC and fetus/breast milk – what do we know?
Needs study.
• THC and pharmaceuticals - health officials noted that they have had the drug Marinol for 20
years, used for HIV etc. but people don’t want to consume marijuana in a pill, want to smoke it or
eat a brownie.

cont’d

• Edible market – real concern regarding kids getting access, control of serving sizes and of
packaging that makes products attractive to kids- calls to poison centre have increased.
o In Washington edibles have to be dry goods, nothing refrigerated, but Oregon allows
ice cream, drinks, etc.
o Oregon public health department thought the Washington regulations would be prudent
and that an outright ban on edibles would alleviate many public health concerns especially
regarding children.
• Issue of regulating concentrations - because it’s a plant, harder to do, and just getting set up
now for designated labs to do the testing.
• Topicals are another unclear area for public health as there is not a common understanding of
what’s a lip balm, what’s a medical ointment. Are they psychoactive? If they smell good, are they
dangerous for kids?
• Pesticide issue – Department of Agriculture has responsibility
for pesticide regulation, currently tricky because have to use
pesticides according to label but labels don’t specify
cannabis use. OHA public health lab does good job on
drinking water etc. but there will be growing pains to do
agricultural work.
• For public health officials, it’s especially hard when there is a
bit of a “gold rush mentality.”
• Revenue was $3.5 m in first year in Oregon, they
underestimated how much money would be brought in. There
is a lot of interest in fostering the industry so as a public health
agency, it’s a question of where to hold a firm line.

Advocate for prevention
and treatment funds ahead
of time. Just this year the
legislature is dedicating
money to public prevention
program and only for youth.
Best to frontload the
prevention activity, get
ahead of the industry bill
boards, advertising -and
can’t just target youth or will
make it “forbidden fruit”

FROM REGULATORS
• Washington Liquor and Cannabis Board had just met with Oregon’s regulatory agency and
were jealous of their chance to learn from Washington’s experience. Oregon in a temporary rules
environment, have used “pop-up” call centres to troubleshoot problems at the start.
• Biggest obstacle they faced was the lack of federal approval - basis for the whole regulatory
environment is the Cole Memo, guidelines set out by the federal Deputy Attorney General.
• 3 main principles – no diversion of product out of the state or inverting illegal product, keep
cartels/criminals out of licencing, keep it out of the hands of youth.
o In Washington, to ensure this they have a tracking system that tracks and tags product
from seed to plant to retail product – every tray is lotted and marked for traceability.

Can’t underestimate value for
consumer of legal recreational
marijuana that’s tested, labelled,
obtainable in legal store, and
that they know is not full of fungi
and mold.

• Public consultation – both states had public consultation
processes following initiatives led by the regulatory boards
to develop the rules for legalizing recreational cannabis.
• Dealing with existing medical marijuana businesses:
Washington had a system where the good actors, who
paid taxes, followed rules etc. were given priority on licences,
referred to as “halfway to citizenship.” Oregon made a
concerted effort in its consultation process to engage
former “grey market” businesses who hadn’t interacted
with government before, to get them on the right track.

• Vertical Integration would have been easier because the black and grey markets were
integrated, Washington is the only state to prevent this.
• In Washington, retailers pay excise tax. Originally there was to be a 25% tax at three levels of
production, distribution and sales, but now retail excise tax is at 37%. They suggest it’s best not to
create such a large excise tax, or to create it so that it increases gradually.
• Enforcement funding - Washington had a
revolving liquor fund that they were able to
use to set up enforcement before tax money
came in. It is very important to have
appropriation up front to get ahead on
enforcement.
• Enforcement and Compliance –
Washington has added additional staff –
mainly police officers for background
checks, inspections and compliance
checks, Marijuana Examiner and people
trained on the cannabis tracking system for
traceability issues.

cont’d
• Oregon using radio frequency identification chips (RFID)to
tag from seed to plant, and then test results for plant (similar to
labels on fruit).
• Oregon has specific licences for producer, processor,
wholesaler and retail, and recently added lab licence and
research certificate – but there is no limit on the number of
licences. Oregon did however allow local governments to
ban retail outlets.

Oregon regulator suggested
that because the federal
illegality issue won’t be a
problem for BC, may not
need to limit the number of
licences, let the market
correct itself – but can allow
local governments to limit
and/or ban outlets.

Where you can, use the
existing infrastructure
you have that’s already
regulated.

• Oregon’s edibles rules are not as tight as Washington’s
and we heard that it’s a really creative industry in Oregon.
The OLCC feels that if they made rules about what can’t
be sold, there would always be a way around this. However
Oregon has set lower concentration levels than Washington
and Colorado, and has shape restrictions and child-resistant
packaging for all products (except flower) to make them
less attractive to kids, plus warning labels.
• Oregon regulator said that a preapproval process for
packaging is key, without it the liability is on the retail outlet.
• Advertising – have fairly loose freedom of speech laws
in Oregon but do have rules: can’t be directed at minors,
can’t promote excessive use or illegal activity, no look alike
products and can’t be over 30% minority viewership where
ad appears.

There are many different
stakeholders with different
interests – the key is to put
the public at the centre of
all your decision-making.

6. Conclusion

Considerations and Key Lessons Learned

Jurisdictions are different but many of the challenges are the
same. Unlike the US, the federal government will be providing
the framework for some of these issues and legalization at the
federal level in Canada will take out of the equations specific
problems we heard about in Washington and Oregon, such
as the federal regulation of Foodsafe-type rules and banking.
However even with some of these issues removed,
legalization of recreational marijuana will create a complex
set of policy challenges and decisions, and the provinces
and BC need to be ready.

CONSIDERATIONS
1. One or two systems? Should BC have separate or blended systems for medical and recreational
marijuana? Currently there are proposals within BC for liquor retailers to sell recreational cannabis, and
a proposal from Canadian Pharmacists Association to do medical marijuana - what is the best way forward?
2. Growing for personal use - to allow like Oregon (4 plants), or not like Washington?
3. Vertical integration of growing, processing and retail like Oregon or strictly separated like Washington?
4. Tightly regulated with limited licences to start and broaden and diversify the market over time, as BC
has done with liquor? Or a more open system that encourages a craft industry from the start? And within
this, should there be limits on the number of retail licences as a whole – to tightly control like Washington
or let the market decide, as in Oregon?
5. How proscriptive to be with restrictions regarding zoning and location issues, such as community
concerns about the number of retail outlets to allowed in one area, as well as youth protection issues of
nearness of retail outlets to schools, daycares, playgrounds, etc.
6. Edibles – to allow or not and if so, how tightly regulated? What rules and regulations are needed
around edibles, including food preparation, packaging and advertising rules?
7. Law enforcement and public safety issues
• In the absence of a breathalyzer-type test for marijuana, how to ensure public safety on our roads with
increased cannabis use that will come from legalization?
• What rules are needed regarding secure transportation of product– who is allowed to do this?
8. Public health concerns
• Ensuring legalization won’t harm children’s brain development, pregnant women and nursing mothers
• Concern about edibles and increased calls to poison centres due to attractiveness of products and
difficulty gauging overconsumption.
• Clean Air Act conflicts – how will legalization of marijuana affect success we have had with tobacco?
What will the impact be on smoking/vaping rules?
9.
•
•
•
•

Consumer protection issues
Controls and enforcement re: testing for THC levels, mold, pesticides.
Product tracking and labelling.
Advertising rules, specifically around protecting youth.
Enforcement of regulations, ensuring businesses are good actors.

10. Revenue and taxation issues – and the black market
Legalized Cannabis will bring in significant government revenues – but need thought-out plan to make
the most of revenues for the public good:
• How is the revenue allocated?
• What is greatest need: Research? Public health and education? Compliance and enforcement?
Road safety?
• Is there a proactive formula for distribution of revenue to specific services? Is there revenue-sharing
with local government?
• Are public education dollars reliant on revenues, or is there protected money up front?
• What are appropriate levels of taxation to ensure adequate revenues for dealing with the externalities
of the product, but to also enable the elimination of the black market?

KEY LESSONS LEARNED
• You can’t start too early - preparation work needs to be done well ahead of legalization
o Requires smart, clear regulation
o Need to set up the infrastructure for all stages (growing, tracking, , testing, labelling,
distribution, retail, enforcement, revenue distribution).
• Need to be proactive on issues of public health (research on effects, need to protect good
education work done on tobacco) and on education for young people and adults, effects on
communities, rules for advertising).
• Need to have to plan for consumer protection measures such as testing, packaging and labelling
and different forms of legalized cannabis (edibles, ointments, etc.) may require different rules.
• Need to plan carefully the introduction of the legalized cannabis market to have desired effect on
the black market and on government revenues and this involves specific questions about the existing
medical marijuana market and the issue of home-growing.
• The revenues are substantial – but are also cost offsets, and jurisdictions need to have a plan for
both taxation levels and for where revenue should go for the greatest public good.

Above all, if we can do this preparation ahead of time, in a proactive
way, we can provide the clear, consistent rules that public,
businesses and law enforcement need for orderly and safe transition
when legalization becomes a reality.
Given that the federal government recently said it will be bringing
forward legalization legislation in Spring 2017,
there is no time to waste.
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Appendix 1

MEDIA RELEASE
Horgan sends team to investigate management of legalized marijuana
February 23, 2016
VICTORIA – New Democrat Leader John Horgan has asked two of his key spokespeople to investigate the management of legal marijuana sales in Washington and Oregon.
Horgan said the recent election of a federal government committed to legalization means British Columbians
expect their representatives to prepare and to be informed on this issue.
“Christy Clark’s government is sitting back and waiting for the federal government on this issue. We can see
the result when we look at the proliferation of dispensaries in communities around the province. British Columbia needs to be working with communities and with the federal government. These decisions are being
made right now, and they’re being made without us,” said Horgan, who has tasked finance spokesperson Carole James and public safety spokesperson Mike Farnworth to undertake the research.
“British Columbians deserve to have a say in how marijuana is legalized. They want to make sure we do this
right, so that the safety and health of young people and of our communities come first. We have neighbours
who started down this road some years ago, and we can learn from them,” said Horgan.
Horgan said the two MLAs will be looking into the mechanics of legalization and regulation, ranging from the
protection of young people, to road safety, to advertising and the control of potency.
“We need to do all we can to protect communities from the kind of haphazard implementation they’re seeing
today. Failing to learn all we can from our neighbours would be an opportunity missed.”
James and Farnworth will report on their findings when they return.

Appendix 2

WHO WE MET WITH
List of Meetings - Washington
Tour of Solstice Grow/production facility with Director of Operations Shane Lewis
Vicki Christopherson, Executive Director of Washington CannaBusiness Association
Seattle City Attorney Pete Holmes and Dep City Attorney John Schochet
Reuven Carlyle, WA State Senator and former Chair of Finance Committee in House
Sally Bagshaw, Seattle Council member and Health Board chair
Seattle-King County Public Health officials Laura Hitchcock and Lindsey Greto
Washington Liquor and Cannabis Board – Jane Rushford and Rick Garza

List of Meetings - Oregon
Capt. Mark Kruger, Portland Police Bureau, Drugs and Vice
Mark Pettinger and Staff, Oregon Liquor and Cannabis Commission (OLCC)
Tour of Farma Medicinal Cannabis with President, OLCC advisory committee member Jeremy
Plumb
Mowgli Holms, Phylos Bioscience Genomics Lab, Oregon Health and Science University
Katrina Hedberg, Oregon Health Authority Health Officer and State Epidemiologist and staff
Oregon Health Authority, Public Health and Oregon Medical Marijuana Program

